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The Paris Graduate School of Mathematical Sciences brings together the masters in mathematical sciences from universities Paris-Descartes, Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris-Diderot, Paris-Dauphine, Paris Nord, and Ecole Normale Supérieure, founding members or partners of the Fondation Sciences Mathématiques de Paris.

It offers a unique array of courses taught in French and English, based on the assembled competencies of all the Paris research laboratories in mathematical sciences.

The Fondation Sciences Mathématiques de Paris offers master courses scholarships and personalized support to students having studied abroad, selected through a written application process, in order to join the Paris Graduate School of Mathematical Sciences.

Applications are open from November 1st 2011 to January 18th 2012.
Consult the international PGSM call for applications

Grant presentation form click [here](https://www.france-science.org/Fondation-Sciences-Mathematiques.html)